Health benefits of dietary fiber
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Dietary fiber intake provides many health benefits. However, average fiber intakes for US children and adults are less than half of the recommended levels. Individuals with high intakes of dietary fiber appear to be at significantly lower risk for developing coronary heart disease, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and certain gastrointestinal diseases. Increasing fiber intake lowers blood pressure and serum cholesterol levels. Increased intake of soluble fiber improves glycemia and insulin sensitivity in non-diabetic and diabetic individuals. Fiber supplementation in obese individuals significantly enhances weight loss. Increased fiber intake benefits a number of gastrointestinal disorders including the following: gastroesophageal reflux disease, duodenal ulcer, diverticulitis, constipation, and hemorrhoids. Prebiotic fibers appear to enhance immune function. Dietary fiber intake provides similar benefits for children as for adults. The recommended dietary fiber intakes for children and adults are 14 g/1000 kcal. More effective communication and consumer education is required to enhance fiber consumption from foods or supplements.
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INTRODUCTION

Dietary fiber intake provides many health benefits. A generous intake of dietary fiber reduces risk for developing the following diseases: coronary heart disease, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and certain gastrointestinal disorders. Furthermore, increased consumption of dietary fiber improves serum lipid concentrations, lowers blood pressure, improves blood glucose control in diabetes, promotes regularity, aids in weight loss, and appears to improve immune function. Unfortunately, most persons in the United States consume less than half of the recommended levels of dietary fiber daily. This results from suboptimal intake of whole-grain foods, vegetables, fruits, legumes, and nuts. Dietary fiber supplements have the potential to play an adjunctive role in offering the health benefits provided by high-fiber foods.

Traditionally, dietary fiber was defined as the portions of plant foods that were resistant to digestion by human digestive enzyme; this included polysaccharides and lignin. More recently, the definition has been expanded to include oligosaccharides, such as inulin, and resistant starches. Simplistically, fibers have been classified as soluble, such as viscous or fermentable fibers (such as pectin) that are fermented in the colon, and insoluble fibers, such as wheat bran, that have bulking action but may only be fermented to a limited extent in the colon. Current recommendations for dietary fiber intake are related to age, gender, and energy intake, and the general
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recommendation for adequate intake (AI) is 14 g/1000 kcal. This AI includes non-starch polysaccharides, analogous carbohydrates (e.g., resistant starches), lignin, and associated substances.16,17 Using the energy guideline of 2000 kcal/day for women and 2600 kcal/day for men, the recommended daily dietary fiber intake is 28 g/day for adult women and 36 g/day for adult men.15

The purpose of this review is to summarize the research data related to the effects of dietary fiber on health. Most of the available data on disease prevalence and events are from epidemiological studies. While limited data are available on the effects of consumption of high-fiber foods or specific food sources of fiber, extensive data are available relating to the effects of fiber supplements on serum lipid values, weight management, post-prandial glycemia, and gastrointestinal function. Thus, the general implications of fiber consumption will be reviewed and the potential health benefits of specific high-fiber foods and supplements will be examined.

### CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH AND FIBER

Cardiovascular diseases, including coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke, and hypertension, affect more than 80 million people and are the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in the United States. In 2005, CHD was the leading cause of death and strokes were the third leading cause of death in the United States. While CHD is consistent with the most prevalent cause of death, it is probably the most modifiable; an estimated 82% of CHD is attributed to lifestyle practices such as diet, physical activity, and cigarette abuse,19 and 60% is attributed to dietary patterns.20

High levels of dietary fiber intake are associated with significantly lower prevalence rates for CHD, stroke, and peripheral vascular disease;1,21,22 major risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and dyslipidemia, are also less common in individuals with the highest levels of fiber consumption.3 The impact of dietary fiber or whole grain consumption on the prevalence of these conditions is summarized in Table 1. In the analyses of prospective cohort studies, the observed protective effect of dietary fiber intake was very similar to the effects of whole grains but “fellow travelers” with fiber, such as magnesium, other minerals, vitamins, and antioxidants, may have important complementary beneficial effects.23,24

#### Coronary heart disease prevalence

Based on astute comparisons of CHD prevalence and dietary habits, Trowell postulated that high-fiber foods were protective against CHD (as cited in Anderson24). Over the three decades following that suggestion, prospective cohort studies documented that high levels of fiber intake and, especially, consumption of whole grains are associated with a significantly lower prevalence of CHD. Seven cohort studies presenting observations for over 158,000 individuals indicate that CHD disease prevalence is significantly lower (29%) in individuals with the highest intake of dietary fiber compared to those with the lowest intake (Table 1). Specifically, the relative risk, computed by variance weighting (fixed-effect meta-analysis25) is 0.71 for individuals in the highest quintile for dietary fiber intake compared to those in the lowest quintile.23 The effects of cereal fiber intake or whole-grain intake on CHD prevalence are very similar, suggesting that whole-grain intake may be the most protective source of fiber consumption.

While these epidemiologic studies are consistent and persuasive, they do not provide specific information about cause and effect. Prospective randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs) are required to provide convincing data. One previous RCT did indicate that lifestyle changes slow the progression of CHD26 but the specific effects of fiber have not been documented. In the modern era of fiber research, an early RCT of Welsh men with a history of prior myocardial infarction did not find that doubling their fiber intake affected rates of ischemic cardiac events or death over a short study period of 2 years.27 While a high level of dietary fiber intake is associated with reduced risk for CHD and high protective values for major risk factors, further prospective RCTs are required to clearly document the links between dietary fiber intake and reduced events and deaths from CHD.

#### Table 1 Dietary fiber intake related to relative risk for disease based on estimates from prospective cohort studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>No. of subjects (no. of studies)</th>
<th>Relative risk†</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>158,327 (7)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.47–0.95</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke†</td>
<td>134,787 (4)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.63–0.86</td>
<td>1,2,27,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>239,485 (5)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.70–0.93</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>115,789 (4)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.62–0.78</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Relative risks adjusted for demographic, dietary, and non-dietary factors.
‡ Estimates related to whole-grain consumption,2 total dietary fiber,27 and cereal fiber.28
Higher intakes of whole grains are associated with a significant 26% reduction in prevalence of ischemic strokes (Table 1). Specifically, data from four studies including over 134,000 individuals indicate that the relative risk for stroke is 0.74 for individuals with the highest quintile intake of dietary fiber or whole grains compared to those with the lowest quintile intake. Other studies suggest that fruit and vegetable intake is associated with a lower risk for ischemic stroke and with favorable effects on the progression of carotid artery atherosclerosis. While these studies, like those for CHD, suggest that dietary fiber intake reduces risk of ischemic stroke, prospective RCTs are required to support this hypothesis.

The favorable effects of fiber consumption on all of these risk factors except cigarette smoking were reviewed.

**Lipoproteins.** Soluble or viscous fibers have significant hypocholesterolemic effects. Extensive studies with guar gum focused on diabetic control, body weight, and serum lipoproteins. The meta-analysis of Brown et al. provides estimates of effects of various soluble fibers on serum lipoproteins. To provide broader and updated information, RCTs were reviewed and the net LDL-cholesterol effects (change with fiber treatment minus change with placebo treatment) were weighted by number of subjects per trial and summarized in Table 2. For guar gum, over 40 clinical trial publications were reviewed and RCTs in non-diabetic subjects were selected for analysis. Intakes ranging from 9 to 30 g/day, divided into at least three servings/day, were associated with a weighted mean reduction of 10.6% for LDL-cholesterol values. For pectin, the acceptable-quality RCTs reviewed indicated that consumption of 12–24 g/day in divided amounts was associated with a 13% reduction in LDL-cholesterol values. Barley β-glucan intake of 5 g/day in divided doses was associated with an 11.1% reduction in LDL-cholesterol values. Limited information on hydroxypropyl methylcellulose indicated that 5 g/day in divided doses decreases LDL-cholesterol values by 8.5%. These LDL-cholesterol changes with soluble fibers occur without significant changes in HDL-cholesterol or triglyceride concentrations.

Psyllium and oat β-glucan are the most widely used sources of soluble fiber and have been approved for health claims related to protection from CHD by the FDA. A recent review of RCTs published since the FDA health claim yielded eight high-quality RCTs for psyllium and 11 high-quality studies for oat β-glucan (Anderson JW; unpublished data). Our analysis is consistent with the meta-analysis of Brown et al. with respect to the LDL-cholesterol changes found with our weighted analysis and the meta-analysis; the respective values were
-5.5% and -5.2% for psyllium and -5.3% and -5.6% for oat β-glucan. These analyses indicate that psyllium or oat β-glucan do not significantly affect serum HDL-cholesterol or triglyceride values.

The limited data available for Konjac mannan (glucomannan) indicates that it has significant hypocholesterolemic effects.37 Gum arabic (acacia gum),38 partially hydrolyzed guar gum,39 and methylcellulose40 appear to have only modest hypocholesterolemic effects.

These short-term studies with mean durations of 4–8 weeks indicate that the widely used psyllium or oat β-glucan decrease serum LDL-cholesterol values by about 5.5%. These reductions would be expected to reduce the risk for cardiovascular disease by 7–11%.41 The best long-term data available for soluble fiber are for the use of psyllium for 6 months and the use of guar for 12–24 months (Figure 1). Use of psyllium for 6 months maintains the LDL-cholesterol reduction of 6.7%52 and long-term use of guar sustains reductions of LDL-cholesterol values of 16.1% at 1 year and 25.6% at 24 months.53–55 While the levels of guar used in these studies may not be practical for widespread use, these data do indicate that regular use of a soluble fiber can sustain significant hypocholesterolemic effects for long-term periods. These changes were maintained without changes in body weight, HDL-cholesterol, or serum triglyceride values.45

Blood pressure. Increasing consumption of dietary fiber is often accompanied by a reduction in systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Early studies suggested that high-fiber diets were associated with a significant reduction in blood pressure, but these studies were not well-controlled clinical trials.46,47 The effects of increasing oat fiber intake on blood pressure have been reported in several studies, with the net results suggesting a modest-to-moderate reduction in systolic and diastolic blood pressure.8,48,49 Early studies also suggested that fiber supplement use had a significant effect on reducing blood pressure.50,51 Two meta-analyses recently assessed the effects of fiber intake on blood pressure. A meta-analysis of the effects of fiber supplements on blood pressure in RCTs reported that the effects of fiber supplements averaging 11.5 g/day were modest, with decreases in systolic blood pressure of 1.1 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure of 1.3 mm Hg; reductions were greater in hypertensive subjects and in older subjects.52 Similarly, a meta-analysis of 25 RCTs indicated that dietary fiber intake was associated with nonsignificant changes in systolic blood pressure (~1.2 mm Hg) and significant reductions in diastolic blood pressure (~1.7 mm Hg); significant reductions in systolic (~6.0 mm Hg) and diastolic (~4.2 mm Hg) blood pressure occurred in hypertensive subjects or with treatment for ≥8 weeks.7 Thus, increasing dietary fiber intake or fiber supplementation may have a modest independent effect in reducing blood pressure, especially in hypertensive individuals.

Other risk factors. In addition to having favorable effects on serum lipoproteins and blood pressure, dietary fiber consumption has favorable effects on body weight, visceral adiposity, and insulin sensitivity,53,54 as discussed subsequently, as well as on inflammatory markers.55

Proposed mechanisms. The hypocholesterolemic effects of dietary fiber have been studied extensively and are the best-characterized effects of fiber consumption on risks for CVD. Soluble or viscous fibers appear to exert primary effects on serum cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol values by binding bile acids in the small intestine and increasing their excretion in the feces.56 Fermentation of fibers in the colon with production of the short-chain fatty acid propionate may contribute to hypocholesterolemia by attenuating cholesterol synthesis.57

Comments

In the United States, CVD affects approximately one-third of the adult US population and CHD is the leading cause of death. Higher intakes of dietary fiber compared to lower consumption levels are associated with significantly lower rates of CVD and lower prevalence of CVD risk factors. Persons with the highest levels of fiber consumption have a 29% lower risk for CHD than those with the lowest intakes. Soluble fiber intake of about 6 g/day is accompanied by reductions in serum LDL-cholesterol values of around 5.4% and estimated risk for CHD of about 9%. Increased fiber intake modestly lowers the blood pressure of the general population but is accompanied by reductions of systolic and diastolic blood pres-
sure, respectively, of −6 mm Hg and −4 mm Hg for hypertensive individuals. Higher fiber intakes are associated with improved measures for body weight, visceral adiposity, insulin sensitivity, and inflammatory markers. Moderate increases in fiber intake, especially soluble fiber, are likely to have significant favorable effects on risk and progression of CVD.

DIABETES PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT: ROLE OF FIBER

Prevalence

Diabetes is increasing at an alarming rate worldwide.58 In the United States almost half of all the individuals have diabetes, prediabetes, or are at substantial risk for developing diabetes because of the presence of the metabolic syndrome.59,60 For 2008, the estimated prevalence rates for diabetes and related conditions for all ages in the US population are as follows: diabetes, 8% or 23.6 million; prediabetes, 23% or 70.3 million; and the metabolic syndrome, 20.3% or 62 million.59,60 Of those with diagnosed diabetes, approximately 90% have type 2 diabetes and around 80% of these are obese.61 The incidence of diabetesthe United States appears to be increasing because of the following major factors and other contributors: a greater percentage of Americans who are overweight or obese;61,62 changes in the racial and ethnic diversity of the population;63 and dietary changes resulting in less fiber and more fat in the diet.64 The prevalence of diabetes is two to four times higher among females in the following groups than among non-Hispanic white women: non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanic/Latino Americans, American Indians, and Asian/Pacific Islanders.63

High levels of dietary fiber intake are associated with a significant reduction in the prevalence of diabetes based on estimates from prospective cohort epidemiological studies. Five epidemiological studies suggested 19% experienced a protective effect from high total dietary fiber intake (Table 1) while 11 estimates based on over 427,000 individuals with high levels of whole grain or cereal fiber consumption suggested there was a 29% reduction in the development of diabetes.64 Thus, epidemiological studies suggest that higher levels of dietary fiber intake play a significant protective role with respect to diabetes that is independent of other dietary factors. Recently, the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study reported a RCT in which individuals with the highest level of fiber consumption had a 62% reduction in progression of prediabetes to diabetes over a 4.1-year period compared to those with the lowest fiber intake.65 This appears to be the first long-term documentation of the protective effects of fiber consumption with regard to the progression of prediabetes to diabetes.

Glycemia and insulin sensitivity

About 30 years ago the clinical effects of dietary fiber related to health began to shift from a fairly exclusive focus on gastrointestinal function to effects on glycemia and lipidemia.64 Subsequent studies clearly indicated that increasing fiber intake for individuals with type 1 or type 2 diabetes was associated with substantial improvements in glycemic control and reductions in the use of oral medication and insulin doses.66,67 A meta-analysis of eight randomized controlled trials (RCTs) including 136 subjects with type 1 or type 2 diabetes indicated that the moderate-carbohydrate, high-fiber diets, compared to the moderate-carbohydrate, low-fiber diets, produced the following significant changes: postprandial plasma glucose, −21%; LDL-cholesterol, −7.9%; and triglycerides, −8.3%.9 These studies clearly indicate that increasing dietary fiber consumption without altering the energy intake from carbohydrates, proteins, or fats significantly improves glycemic control and reduces the need for medication and insulin in individuals with type 1 or type 2 diabetes.56,67

The metabolic syndrome, which is a cluster of abnormalities including insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, visceral adiposity, and hypertension, can be ameliorated and, perhaps, reversed by high levels of dietary fiber or whole grain intake.64 Short-term studies indicate that dietary fiber intake decreases postprandial glycemia and insulinemia and enhances insulin sensitivity.58,69

Recent prospective RCTs document improved postprandial glycemia and increased insulin sensitivity with increased fiber intake from foods or fiber supplements in nondiabetic and diabetic subjects. Three RCTs including a total of 47 nondiabetic subjects examined the effects of 10–30 g/day of fiber (median 15 g/day) from Konjac mannan,70 arabinxylan,71 or guar.72 After an average of 5 weeks of treatment, two studies reported significant reductions in fasting plasma glucose values (mean net change, −3.8%) and one study reported significant reductions in fasting plasma insulin values (mean net change, −9.0%); insulin sensitivity was reported to be significantly improved in two of the studies. Three RCTs including a total of 71 nondiabetic subjects also examined the effects of high-fiber foods adding 6–20 g/day of fiber (median 10 g/day) from rye bread,73 whole-grain foods,74 or powdered high-fiber foods.75 After an average of 10 weeks of treatment, two studies reported significant reductions in fasting plasma glucose values (mean net change, −8.7%) and two studies reported significant reductions in fasting plasma insulin values (mean net change, −8.5%); insulin sensitivity was reported to be significantly improved in all three of the studies. These studies indicate that moderate increases in fiber intake from food or supplements are associated with a significant reduction in fasting plasma
glucose and insulin values and increased insulin sensitivity in non-diabetic subjects. Further studies are required to confirm and extend these observations.

For diabetic subjects, four RCTs including a total of 116 subjects also documented improved glycemic control and improved insulin sensitivity with fiber supplements. Three used psyllium (10.2–15 g/d, median 10.2 g/d) and one used guar gum (10 g three times daily). After an average of 10 weeks of treatment, two studies reported significant reductions in fasting plasma glucose values (mean net change, −12.5%). Net postprandial plasma glucose values were reported to be significantly decreased (−4.2%) in one study. Hemoglobin A1c values were significantly decreased in one study after 8 weeks and the mean change for two studies was −5.3% below baseline values. These studies indicate that psyllium intake in usual doses is accompanied by significant improvements in fasting plasma glucose values, and in one study, by improvements in postprandial glucose concentrations. Further studies are required to confirm and extend these observations.

Dietary fiber recommendations for diabetic individuals

General nutrition guidelines for persons with diabetes from nine influential international agencies were recently reviewed and summarized as “Evidence-Based Recommendations”. The recommendations are as follows: attain and maintain desirable weight (BMI ≤ 25 kg/m²); regulate carbohydrate intake to 55–65% of energy; choose whole grains, legumes, and vegetables; use fruits and other sources of mono- and disaccharides in moderation; incorporate GI into exchanges and teaching material; and regulate other intake levels as follows – fiber, 25–50 g/day (15–25 g/1000 kcal); protein–, 12–16% of energy; total fat, <30% of energy; saturated/trans fatty acids, <10% of energy; monounsaturated fat, 12–15% of energy; polyunsaturated fat, <10% of energy; and cholesterol, <200 mg/day. The practical applications of these recommendations were recently outlined. Because approximately 80% of type 2 diabetic individuals are obese, weight loss and management are high priorities for their management. Because of the beneficial effects of increased fiber intake on weight management, increased consumption of high-fiber foods or supplements should be considered.

Comments

In the United States almost half of all individuals have diabetes, prediabetes, or the metabolic syndrome associated with high risk for the development of diabetes. Persons with the highest level of dietary fiber consumption, compared to those with the lowest intake, appear to have a 29% reduced risk for developing diabetes. Recent data indicate that persons with the highest intake of fiber have a 62% reduction in progression of prediabetes to diabetes over a 4-year period. Three RCTs indicated that moderate increases in dietary fiber intake are associated with improved fasting glycemia and insulinemia and increased insulin sensitivity for persons without diabetes. Four RCTs of diabetic individuals suggest that moderate increases in fiber intake improve glycemic control. Increased consumption of fiber from high-fiber foods or supplements is likely to also improve serum lipoproteins and blood pressure as well as assist in weight management for diabetic individuals.

OBESITY PREVALENCE AND MANAGEMENT: DIETARY FIBER EFFECTS

Prevalence

Epidemiological studies indicate that dietary fiber intake, especially intake of whole grains or cereal fiber, protects against development of obesity. These studies were recently reviewed and summarized. Two cross-sectional studies (including more than 100,000 persons) and four prospective cohort studies (including more than 100,000 persons) indicated a strong negative association between fiber intake and obesity. The cross-sectional studies indicated that men and women with the highest level of fiber consumption have a relative risk for obesity of 0.77 (95% CI, 0.68–0.87) compared to those with the lowest fiber intake level. The prospective cohort studies (Table 1) reported that women and men with the highest level of fiber consumption had lower rates of weight gain and less obesity than those with the lowest level of fiber intake, with relative risks of 0.70 (95% CI, 0.62–0.78). Thus, these studies suggest that high-level fiber consumption reduces risk for gaining weight or developing obesity by approximately 30%. Because these studies include a wide diversity of ethnic/racial groups, they would appear to have wide applicability and strongly suggest that individuals who have higher levels of fiber consumption have lower weights than those with the lowest fiber intakes.

Effects on satiety and energy intake

For millennia, keen observers have noted that high-fiber foods were more filling than low-fiber foods. Clinical trials initiated over 50 years ago used fiber supplements as an aid to weight loss. Haber et al. illustrated that intact apples with their natural fiber were significantly more satiating than fiber-free apple juice, although both test foods provided 60 grams of carbohydrate. Subsequent clinical laboratory experiments documented that a high...
level of fiber intake decreased within-meal food intake as well as food intake at the next meal. Meals containing pectin resulted in delayed gastric emptying and enhanced satiety. Recent studies have linked satiation to changes in orexigenic or anorexigenic hormones; with more than 20 gut hormones involved in regulation of eating behavior; the effects of different fibers on gut hormone secretion are currently unclear. Systematic measurements of the responses of key gut hormones to different types and formulations of fiber is likely to provide important contributions to our understanding of this area.

High-fiber diet effects

The role of dietary fiber in preventing and managing obesity in humans is strongly supported by epidemiological and physiological studies. Clinical trials using high-fiber foods also provide support for the hypothesis that higher-level fiber consumption has a beneficial role in weight management.

Five RCTs (some of which were of suboptimal quality) have assessed the effects of high-fiber foods or fiber-enhanced food products in weight-loss studies. These data were recently reported and summarized. Reported mean weight losses over an 8-week period were approximately 1 kg greater with high-fiber diets than with control diets. The effects of a diet high in complex carbohydrates (and higher in dietary fiber) provides persuasive data that this type of diet promotes greater weight loss than a high simple-carbohydrate (and lower fiber) diet. Since blinding of subjects is usually not possible when high-fiber foods are compared with low-fiber foods, future studies may need to be more innovative in order to clearly address research questions related to weight management.

Fiber supplement effects

Sixteen RCTs previously examined the effects of fiber supplements on weight loss for individuals on weight-reducing diets. The numbers of subjects completing the trials were 391 in control interventions and 423 in fiber-supplemented interventions. Usually volunteers in both treatment arms were instructed in the use of energy-restricted diets. In most trials, the fiber was provided in the form of tablets that were given three times daily. The fiber intake ranged from 4.5 to 20 g/day and averaged about 2.5 g three times daily with meals. In most trials, the fiber was predominantly in insoluble form but guar gum or glucomannan were used in several studies.

The amount of weight loss achieved with fiber supplements administered as an adjunct to an energy-restricted diet was modestly greater than the weight loss achieved with placebo. The estimated effects of fiber supplements on weight loss were as follows for placebo and fiber-supplemented groups, respectively: 4 weeks, −1.7 kg (95% CI, −1.3 to −2.0 kg) and −3.0 kg (95% CI, −2.6 to −3.4 kg) (P = 0.0129 versus placebo); 8 weeks, −2.4 kg (95% CI, −1.9 to −2.9 kg) and −4.9 kg (95% CI, −3.5 to −4.5 kg) (P = 0.0104 versus placebo); and 12 weeks, −2.7 kg (95% CI, −0.6 to −4.0) and −4.9 (95% CI, −0.1 to −8.0). The percentages of weight loss, compared to initial body weight, for placebo and fiber-supplemented diets, respectively, were as follows: 4 weeks, 2.0% and 3.2%; 8 weeks, 2.9% and 4.9%; and 12 weeks, 2.7% and 4.9% (Figure 2).

Comments

Animal experiments, epidemiological data, and clinical trials clearly indicate that higher fiber intake is associated with less weight gain than lower fiber intake. Intake of fiber tends to delay gastric emptying and create a sense of fullness. Increased fiber intakes are associated with increases in satiating gut hormones. The limited number of clinical trials comparing high-fiber foods with low-fiber foods have not provided consistent data indicating that these diets are more efficacious for weight loss than low-fiber control diets; however, randomized, placebo-controlled, clinical trials have clearly documented that fiber supplements are accompanied by significantly more weight loss than use of placebos. Thus, the weight of clinical evidence strongly indicates that consumption of dietary fiber, especially from fiber supplements, has beneficial effects on weight management.
Physiologic effects

Dietary fibers affect the entire gastrointestinal tract from the mouth to the anus. High-fiber foods usually have lower energy density and take longer to eat. Soluble fibers usually delay gastric emptying. Soluble fibers may act to slow transit of food materials through the small intestine while insoluble fibers tend to create “intestinal hurry”. In the small intestine, dietary fibers can elicit responses of a wide variety of gastrointestinal hormones that serve as incretins to stimulate insulin release and affect appetite. Some fibers bind bile acids and impede micelle formation, thus increasing fecal excretion of bile acids and cholesterol. In the colon, fermentable fibers increase bacterial mass with some acting as prebiotics to promote health-promoting bacteria such as lactobacilli and bifidobacteria. Insoluble fibers are especially effective in increasing fecal mass and promoting regularity.

Prevalence of gastrointestinal disorders

Early observers suggested that dietary fiber intake decreased the prevalence of hiatal hernias and gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), peptic ulcer disease, gallbladder disease, appendicitis, diverticular disease, colorectal cancer, and hemorrhoids. Rigorous evaluation of the prevalence of these diseases suggests that high levels of dietary fiber intake, compared to low levels, may be associated with a decreased prevalence of the following conditions: esophageal cancer, GERD, gastric cancer, peptic ulcer disease, gallbladder disease, diverticular disease, constipation, and hemorrhoids.

The incidence of new cases of colorectal cancer in the United States has recently been estimated at approximately 148,000 per year. The majority of colon cancers arise from sporadic adenomatous polyps which take an estimated 10 years to transform into a cancer. The hypothesis that dietary fiber may prevent the formation of these polyps or delay their progression to cancer has been debated for years. The strong theoretical bases for this suggestion are that dietary fiber dilutes fecal carcinogen and procarcinogen concentrations, decreases the resident time of these compounds in the colon, leads to production of short-chain fatty acids with protective effects, and binds carcinogenic bile acids. Earlier analyses of ecological studies supported this hypothesis. However, Park et al. reviewed a series of prospective cohort studies and prospective clinical trials that failed to show a significant difference in the prevalence of colorectal cancer or adenomatous polyps in groups with higher fiber intakes compared to those with lower fiber intakes. In this analysis of 13 prospective cohort studies with follow-up periods of 6–20 years (median 9 years), approximately 725,000 patients were followed and 8,081 cases of colorectal cancer were reported. Persons with the highest quintile of fiber intake had an insignificant 6% reduction in the development of colorectal cancer. Another recent prospective cohort study of almost 490,000 persons followed for 5 years noted that total dietary fiber intake was not associated with the development of colorectal cancer, but persons with the highest quintile for whole-grain intake had a 14% lower risk for colorectal cancer compared to those in the lowest quintile for whole-grain intake. Thus, the available data do not provide strong support for the hypothesis that consumption of total dietary fiber, cereal fiber, and fiber from fruits or vegetables is protective against colorectal cancer, but whole-grain intake may offer protection.

It is noteworthy that the two available cohort studies compared persons with low dietary fiber intakes (13 g/day for the lowest quintile) to persons with recommended levels (26 g/day for the highest quintile) and 13 g/day (lowest quintile) versus 27 g/day (highest quintile). The dietary fiber intakes for the lowest quintiles were less than half the recommended level, while the individuals in the upper quintile consumed approximately the recommended level of 14 g/1000 kcal/day.

Role of dietary fiber in the management of gastrointestinal disorders

The use of high-fiber foods or fiber supplements is recommended for a large variety of gut disorders including the following: GERD, duodenal ulcers, inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel syndrome, diverticular disease, constipation, and hemorrhoids. There are strong theoretical arguments to support the use of fiber in each condition. Epidemiological data establishing a role for fiber in the prevention of most of these conditions are limited. Clinical trial data and expert opinions are also lacking for these very common disorders.

Limited data suggest that individuals with higher fiber intakes have a lower prevalence of GERD. Guar gum and, possibly, other soluble fibers are associated with low levels of gastric acid production, which may protect from GERD and duodenal ulcer disease. The available evidence strongly indicates that high fiber intakes are associated with lower prevalence of duodenal ulcer disease than lower fiber intakes, and the epidemiological evidence is moderately well supported by clinical trials.

Irritable bowel syndrome is one of the most common gastrointestinal functional disorders worldwide. It is a complex disorder with a variety of pathogenetic factors.
and includes the following symptoms: abdominal pain or discomfort, bloating, and diarrhea and/or constipation. While wheat bran often increases symptoms, other fiber supplements such as methylcellulose, partially hydrolyzed guar gum, and psyllium have been reported to alleviate symptoms. In clinical trials, reductions in symptoms in groups receiving placebo as well as those receiving fiber are usually dramatic and statistically significant, thus confounding the assessment of the therapeutic intervention. The sympathetic support of the primary care provider combined with highly selective therapeutic interventions with dietary fiber in foods or supplements can often be very effective in reducing symptoms.

The inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) including Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis are chronic diseases that usually become symptomatic during adolescence and are commonly associated with intermittent periods of moderate-to-disabling symptoms. Current therapies are expensive and associated with frequent side effects. Based on experiments with animal models of IBD and preliminary clinical trials in humans, further trials are in progress using probiotics and prebiotics (such as inulin). Judicious use of soluble fibers or psyllium may offer benefits for persons with ulcerative colitis in remission.

Diverticular disease is the fifth most common gastrointestinal condition in Western countries and is one of the classical fiber-deficiency diseases. A generous intake of dietary fiber is considered to be protective, ameliorative, and preventive of recurrences. Because of the condition’s intermittency and the various degrees of colon pathology for this chronic disease, high-quality clinical trials are difficult to execute; the limited data support the use of fiber supplements but are inconclusive. Because of their anti-inflammatory properties, the inulin-type soluble fibers may have a role in reducing recurrent inflammation of colon diverticuli, but no clinical trials have yet been reported.

Increased intake of dietary fiber is commonly used for the prevention and management of constipation or hemorrhoids. Wheat bran, high-fiber cereals, and fiber supplements are widely used by consumers, which represents common knowledge of their beneficial effects. As indicated in Table 3, several of the available supplements are approved by the FDA for their proven laxation effects. Cummings has tabulated the efficacy of different fibers in terms of increased fecal weight per gram of administered fiber as follows: wheat bran, 5.4; fruit or vegetables, 4.7; psyllium, 4.0; cellulose, 3.5; oats, 3.4; corn, 3.2; legumes, 2.2; and pectin, 1.2. First-line therapy for constipation usually includes increased dietary fiber and fluid intake. Increased fiber intake also appears to be effective for the prevention and management of hemorrhoids.
Comments

Gastrointestinal disorders such as GERD, IBS, diverticulitis, and constipation are extremely common. Diet appears to contribute to the symptoms for a large percentage of persons with these disorders. Considerable evidence suggests that dietary fiber may play a preventative or ameliorative role for GERD, duodenal ulcers, diverticulitis, constipation, and hemorrhoids. Judicious use of dietary fiber, soluble or insoluble based on the predominant symptoms or stage, may contribute to the management of IBS and be helpful for some individuals with IBD. The role of inulin-type soluble fiber in association with prebiotics is emerging and has exciting potential for treating inflammatory conditions of the gut.

**DIETARY FIBER AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM**

The gastrointestinal tract is the largest immune organ for humans. The gut-associated lymphoid tissue contains about 60% of all lymphocytes in the body and includes the Peyer’s patches and other non-aggregated and intracellular lymphocytes. Optimal function of the gut immune system is dependent on dietary constituents, especially prebiotics (substances that stimulate growth of health-promoting bacteria in the colon). Most prebiotics are nondigestible carbohydrates that are fermented in the colon. Inulin and other oligofructoses have been the most extensively studied dietary fibers; they act, in part, to stimulate growth of bifidobacteria in the colon. Bifidobacteria and lactobacilli are health-promoting bacteria that generate short-chain fatty acids and stimulate the immune system. Fairly extensive animal studies have documented the favorable effect of inulin on the immune system and preliminary studies in humans support the hypotheses generated from animal studies. Inulin and oligofructoses are not digested by pancreatic or brush border enzymes; thus, they enter the colon virtually intact. In the colon, inulin is fermented completely by the microbacteria and it promotes the growth of bifidobacteria. Short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) result from this fermentation process. Other fibers are also fermented to generate SCFA, but the bifidobacteria effects of non-oligofructose fibers are not as well characterized. The proposed health benefits of bifidobacteria include the following: protection from intestinal infection; lowering of intestinal pH for formation of acids after assimilation of carbohydrates; reduction of the number of potentially harmful bacteria; production of vitamins and antioxidants; activation of intestinal function and assistance in digestion and absorption, especially of calcium; bulking activity to prevent and treat constipation; stimulation of the immune response; and potential reduction in the risk for colorectal cancer.

Limited studies in humans have indicated that inulin supplementation increases the fecal bacterial contents of bifidobacteria and has favorable effects on the types and amounts of circulating lymphocytes. Inulin and oligofructoses have been studied most extensively, but favorable effects of fermentable soluble fibers have been demonstrated for oat β-glucan, gum Arabic, and others.

The role of prebiotic fibers in infant nutrition and health, especially for non-breastfed infants, is generating a great deal of interest. These studies suggest that supplementation with a prebiotic fiber mixture has the following benefits: promotes postnatal immune development; decreases respiratory infections and atopic dermatitis; and improves bowel function.

The therapeutic potential for using prebiotic fibers in the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease is being examined. In animal studies, prebiotic fibers have reduced gut inflammation in a number of animal experimental models. Early studies also indicate that prebiotic fibers significantly reduce the risk of infection in liver transplant patients. Preliminary human studies have shown favorable responses for individuals with ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, or pouchitis, but further studies are required.

**DIETARY FIBER IN CHILDHOOD**

Dietary fiber is important in childhood and may contribute to significant immediate and future health benefits. These benefits include the following: promotion of normal gastrointestinal function, especially laxation; prevention and treatment of childhood obesity; maintenance of normal blood glucose and lipid values and blood pressure; and risk reduction for future chronic diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease (CVD), and type 2 diabetes. Children with higher intakes of dietary fiber also tend to consume diets that are more nutrient dense and they are more likely to meet recommended daily intakes for key nutrients.

**Gastrointestinal function**

Inadequate intake of dietary fiber has been linked to constipation, a common clinical problem in childhood. In one study of 52 young children with chronic constipation, Morais et al. found that their intake of dietary fiber was significantly lower than that of comparable children with normal intestinal habits (9.7 versus 12.6 g/d). The benefits of increasing dietary fiber or prescribing fiber supplements in the treatment of childhood constipation are well documented. In a study of preschool children, 10 grams of added bran fiber consumed daily for 4 weeks in the form of two servings of a raisin bran cereal,
increased stool weight by 60%, increased stool frequency, and was associated with increased intake of iron, zinc, and vitamins A, D, and E.\textsuperscript{114}

**Obesity**

Some evidence suggests that fiber intake may also play a role in the prevention and treatment of childhood obesity, a growing health problem linked to serious comorbidities.\textsuperscript{115} At present, 16% of children in the United States are overweight, compared with only 5% in the early 1970s.\textsuperscript{116} In one study by Samuel et al.,\textsuperscript{117} data from the NHANES III study showed that among 13–18 year olds, those with low fiber intakes were three to four times more likely to be overweight compared to those with higher fiber intakes. Pashankar et al. reported that children with chronic constipation were twice as likely to be obese as children without this problem (22.4% versus 11.7%), and that one contributing factor was a diet with a low intake of dietary fiber.\textsuperscript{118} Dietary fiber has also been used in the treatment of childhood obesity, with some studies suggesting that fiber supplements, when added to traditional weight-control regimens, result in approximately 2 kg of added weight loss. In a crossover study with obese children, 15 g/day of dietary fiber added to a reduced-calorie diet resulted in greater mean weight loss compared with the non-fiber treatment period.\textsuperscript{119} Thus, although more research is needed, some evidence suggests that dietary fiber may be beneficial in the prevention and treatment of childhood obesity.

**Serum lipoproteins**

Increased dietary fiber has also been shown to have therapeutic benefits in lowering blood cholesterol values in childhood, a risk factor for atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease in later life. Overall, several investigators reported that adding about 6 grams of water-soluble, viscous fiber (such as oat bran or psyllium) to children’s diets could lower serum LDL-cholesterol by 6% more than a low-saturated-fat, low-cholesterol diet alone.\textsuperscript{120–122} Similarly, in a longitudinal study of 2–5-year-old preschool children, Williams et al.\textsuperscript{123} found that intake of dietary fiber was negatively associated with increasing blood cholesterol levels, i.e., higher dietary fiber intake was associated with a lower prevalence of elevated cholesterol levels at 7–10 years of age.

Although adequate intake of dietary fiber has documented health benefits in childhood, the levels of intake among children and youth in the United States are far from adequate. In the NHANES III national survey (1988–1994), the intake of dietary fiber for all children 2–18 years of age was 13.2 grams per day. This varied depending on the age of child, e.g., 10.7 g/day for 2–5 year olds, 13.4 g/day for 6–11 year olds, and 14.6 g/day for 12–18-year-old adolescents.\textsuperscript{124} Common food sources of fiber are yeast bread, ready-to-eat cereal, white potatoes, dried beans and lentils, tomatoes, and potato chips. In a study by Hampl et al.,\textsuperscript{125} children with higher intakes of dietary fiber consumed more breads and cereals, fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, and seeds and had significantly higher energy-adjusted intakes of dietary fiber, iron, magnesium, and vitamins A, E, and folate, while those with low fiber intakes had significantly higher energy-adjusted intakes of fat and cholesterol.

**Dietary guidelines**

There are several guidelines recommending specific quantitative fiber intakes for children and adolescents, including the American Academy of Pediatrics guideline,\textsuperscript{126} Williams’ Age + 5 guideline,\textsuperscript{127} the FDA food label guideline,\textsuperscript{128} and, most recently, the National Academy of Sciences 2002 recommendations for adequate intake, or AI.\textsuperscript{129} The last recommends a daily intake of 14 grams per 1000 kcal for all children 1 year of age and older. The National Academy of Sciences guideline is based on epidemiologic studies of dietary intake levels associated with reduced risk of coronary heart disease, extrapolating adult data and applying it to children.\textsuperscript{130–132} For specific age groups, at estimated mean energy intakes, the recommended AIs for dietary fiber intake would be as follows: 1–3 years, 19 g/d; 4–8 years, 25 g/d; 9–13-year-old boys, 31 g/d; 9–13-year-old girls, 26 g/d; 14–18-year-old boys, 38 g/d; and 14–18-year-old girls, 26 g/day.

Recommendations for increasing dietary fiber intake in childhood emphasize greater consumption of fiber-rich fruits, vegetables, legumes, cereals, and whole-grain products. In addition, fiber supplements may be prescribed as an adjunct to the dietary treatment of constipation, hypercholesterolemia, and obesity. Since dietary fiber increases water retention in the colon, resulting in bulkier, softer stools, recommendations for water intake should be increased commensurate with increases in dietary fiber. The Institute of Medicine recommends the following daily levels of adequate total water intake for children and adolescents: 1–3 years, 1.3 L; 4–8 years, 1.7 L; 9–13-year-old boys, 2.4 L; 9–13-year-old girls, 2.1 L; 14–18-year-old boys, 3.3 L; and 14–18-year-old girls, 2.3 L.\textsuperscript{133}

**Comments**

Adequate intake of dietary fiber has been associated with a variety of health benefits in childhood. These include promotion of normal gastrointestinal function, especially laxation; prevention and treatment of childhood obesity; maintenance of normal blood glucose values; sustaining
optimal blood pressures; and reduced risk for future chronic diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes. Children with higher intakes of dietary fiber also consume diets that are more nutrient dense and more likely to meet recommended daily intakes for key nutrients. Unfortunately, current levels of intake among youth in the United States are far from adequate. Therefore, increased emphasis on nutrition education and strategies to help children and youth achieve current intake goals for dietary fiber are recommended.

**FIBER INTAKE**

Total dietary fiber intake in adults in the United States appears to be less than half the acceptable intake (AI). Results of 12 clinical cohort epidemiological studies reporting dietary fiber intake, as assessed between 1993 and 2000, were tabulated.\(^1\) These reports provided data for seven groups of men \((n = 424,410)\) and 11 groups of women \((n = 544,984)\). The unweighted mean intake values for total dietary fiber were 16.7 g/day for men and 15.6 g/day for women. Using the AI value of 14 g/1000 kcal, the recommended intake level for adult men is approximately 36 g/day and for women it is approximately 28 g/day.\(^1\) Dietary fiber intake appears to have been decreasing over the past decade and is lower in African American adults than Caucasian adults.\(^1\)

Most health advisory groups provide guidance for obtaining the recommended levels of fiber consumption from foods, especially fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.\(^1\) This may be an idealistic recommendation that may not be achieved by many US residents. The Women’s Health Initiative recruited over 48,000 postmenopausal women and randomized them to continue their usual diet or follow a prescribed healthy diet. The women were followed for 8 years to determine if a lower fat and higher fiber diet including more fruits, vegetables, and grains, i.e., a healthy diet, would reduce risk for CHD. Women in the healthy-diet group received an intensive behavioral education program including 18 sessions in the first year and quarterly sessions thereafter. The goal was to reduce total fat intake to 20% of energy and increase fruit and vegetable intake to five servings per day and grains to at least six servings per day. Baseline mean intakes for the usual diet and the healthy diet did not differ and were as follows: dietary fiber, 15.4 g/day (8.6 g/1000 kcal); fruits and vegetables, 3.6 servings/day; and grains, 4.7 servings/day. At years 1 and 6 the healthy-diet group had the following mean intakes, respectively: total dietary fiber, 18.1 and 16.9 g/day (11.8 g/1000 kcal); fruit and vegetables, 5.1 and 4.9 servings/day; and grains, 5.1 and 4.3 g/day. After 38 intensive behavioral education sessions implemented over 6 years, increases in fiber intake (1.5 g/day) were modest, increases in fruit and vegetable intake were statistically significant (+1.3 servings/day) and intake of grains decreased (~0.4 servings/day). Of additional interest, there were no significant differences in rates of CHD or stroke events or deaths between the two groups.\(^1\)

The observations from the Women’s Health Initiative and recent observations by the FDA indicate that consumers are not as effective in modifying dietary habits as they try to be. The findings of the FDA’s latest survey on health and nutrition underscore that while US consumers have good health intentions, this does not carry through to their dietary habits. These reports suggest that the recommendations of health advisory groups, which focus almost exclusively on foods, may have a low probability of empowering the general population to achieve recommended goals. Furthermore, these dietary guidelines may not empower the average consumer to reduce risk for CHD, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, or obesity. Clearly, there are strong implications for strengthening educational initiatives – beyond guidelines – for consumers and health professionals. These initiatives should be focused, positive, and achievable. These suggestions go beyond education; there is a strong cost-effect component to consider. Any tool that will contain the costs for reducing the risks and complications of CHD, diabetes, and obesity and for improving immune function should receive a high priority.

There do not appear to be any prospective, long-term studies evaluating fiber supplements related to disease (e.g., diabetes) or outcomes (e.g., CHD or stroke). The majority of evidence related to clinical markers such as serum lipoprotein changes, weight loss, improved glycemic control in diabetes, improved gastrointestinal function, and enhanced immune function has been documented with fiber supplements rather than with high-fiber foods. Because serum LDL-cholesterol values appear to be the most specific marker for risk for CHD events and death, it seems likely that reductions of serum LDL-cholesterol values with fiber supplements would reduce risk for CHD. While most fiber supplements (such as psyllium) do not have the array of protective phytochemicals that oat bran provides, reductions of LDL-cholesterol values by 6% are nevertheless likely to reduce risk for CHD by 7–12% by either intervention. Likewise, since the clinical trial data clearly indicate that a variety of fiber supplements significantly enhance weight loss, whereas the data for high-fiber foods are inconclusive, until better strategies for empowering overweight individuals to increase their intake of high-fiber foods are found, it seems reasonable to recommend a practical use of fiber supplements twice or three times daily for individuals engaged in a weight-reduction effort.

---
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Currently available over-the-counter fiber supplements are summarized in Table 3. These products are available in a variety of dosage forms such as multidose containers of powdered fiber, capsules, or caplets. Inulin and psyllium are natural products that are packaged without chemical modification. Wheat dextrin, a newly available supplement, is a natural resistant starch (class 3 or RS3) extracted from cooked and cooled wheat flour. Guar gum is a natural product that is produced from the seed of the guar plant; it is hydrolyzed to a smaller molecular size to produce partially hydrolyzed guar gum. Methylcellulose is a semisynthetic product produced by methylating a natural product (cellulose), and calcium polycarbophil is a synthetic product. Fiber supplements are most commonly used to promote laxation. Calcium polycarbophil, methylcellulose, and psyllium have FDA approval for laxation. Inulin also has modest fecal-bulking effects. Psyllium is the only fiber supplement that has clearly documented cholesterol-lowering properties and has a health claim with respect to CHD. Psyllium or other soluble fiber supplements have been associated with reduced blood pressure as well as improved glycemia and insulin sensitivity in individuals without diabetes, and improved glycemia control in persons with diabetes. Inulin is emerging as the best-documented prebiotic and stimulus for immune function with other soluble fibers such as oat and barley β-glucans sharing this function. Overall, these active fiber supplements appear to promote a number of the specific health benefits similar to those provided by high-fiber foods. Current scientific evidence suggests that the use of fiber supplements to complement dietary fiber intake from foods would provide protection from CHD, improve insulin sensitivity and glycemia, enhance intestinal function and stimulate immune function.

CONCLUSION

A high level of fiber intake has health-protective effects and disease-reversal benefits. Persons who consume generous amounts of dietary fiber, compared to those who have minimal fiber intake, are at lower risk for developing CHD, stroke, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and certain gastrointestinal diseases. Increasing the intake of high-fiber foods or fiber supplements improves serum lipoprotein values, lowers blood pressure, improves blood glucose control for diabetic individuals, aids weight loss, and improves regularity. Emerging research indicates that intake of inulin and certain soluble fibers enhances immune function in humans. Dietary fiber intake also provides health benefits for children and the recommended acceptable intakes for children above the age of 1 year are 14 g/1000 kcal, which is the same as for adults. The recommended acceptable intakes of dietary fiber for adults are 28 g/day for women and 36 g/day for men. Recent estimates suggest that the mean intakes of dietary fiber for adults in the United States are less than half of these recommended levels. The recent Women’s Health Initiative Study, which included over 48,000 postmenopausal women who received 38 educational sessions related to dietary guidelines and fiber intake over a 6-year period, was only successful in achieving modest increases in the intakes of dietary fiber and fruits and vegetables and showed decreases in whole-grain intake despite intensive behavioral education sessions.

The use of fiber supplements is not widely recommended by authoritative health organizations in the United States. Dietary sources of fiber contribute vitamins, minerals, water, and a variety of phytonutrients. However, fiber supplements may play an important role in helping some individuals achieve fiber intakes approaching the recommended guidance levels. The available clinical trial data suggest that the use of fiber supplements is more efficacious than the use of high-fiber foods for improving serum lipoprotein values, enhancing weight loss, and improving gastrointestinal function. These improved health benefits for fiber supplements compared to high-fiber foods are probably related to better adherence to supplement use than making substantial improvements in dietary practices. Thus, the wealth of data related to the health benefits of dietary fiber supplements suggest that health advisory bodies should reconsider their recommendations related to fiber supplement use. Because of the undesirably low levels of dietary fiber intake in the US population, partnerships between fiber supplement manufacturers, food producers, and health authorities may be required to educate consumers about the health benefits of dietary fiber intakes from a variety of supplements and foods. New and innovative ways to educate the public about the strong health effects of dietary fiber and fiber supplements must be an essential element of these partnerships.
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